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Finishes for tables
and cabinet
corpuses

Finishes for
cabinet front
elements

WHITE
9016

ANTRACIT
9011-1

Highboard
W800 | D450 | H1290

Type 7

Type 4
Console
(possible to hang)
W1100 | D350 | H750

Coffee table
W1200 | D600 | H500

Type 5 Type 6
Night table
(possible to hang)
W500 | D380 | H480

Type 8
Dining table
W1600 | D900 | H740
Extends up to 2500 (2x450)

Type 3
Media sideboard
(possible to hang)
W2200 | D450 | H560

Small media sideboard
(possible to hang)
W1485 | D450 | H560

Type 2
Sideboard
(possible to hang)
W1485 | D450 | H830

Type 1

Vytenio str. 20-110, LT-03229

Vilnius, Lithuania 

phone: +370 5 219 48 41

info@balticfurniture.lt

www.balticfurniture.lt
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GROOVE – the modern collection with a touch of retro. 
The GROOVE collection pays great attention to detail - a 
combination of wood and painted surfaces, milled 
handles, 45-degree angles and edges - all of which gives 
GROOVE an eye-catching look. GROOVE can be used in 
different interiors due to different style combination.
The GROOVE collection can offer solutions to both living 
spaces and dining room without problems - it's your 
freedom to choose.

The milled handles is not only a design solution and a 
beautiful detail of this collection, but also a convenient 
functional solution. Furniture uses soft close mechanism.
The collection also has a dining table, which can be 
suitable for both smaller spaces, and with more guests 
you can easily expand it with the help of a synchronized 
extension mechanism.

Creating GROOVE was taken into account not only the 
design and beauty aspecs of the furniture, but also the 
comfort of life.
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